**COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGES**

1. Direct service between China, Korea, Malacca and Indonesia
2. Niche call at Lianyungang
3. New direct connection from Nansha to Straits and Indonesia
4. Direct and fast service from Indonesia to Manila
5. New direct coverage from Singapore / Port Kelang to Manila

**AVAILABLE CONNECTIONS FOR CMA CGM GROUP CARGOES**

1. Tianjin/Dalian/Lianyungang to Kwangyang/Pusan
2. Singapore/Port Kelang to Indonesia
3. Singapore/Port Kelang to Manila

**ADDITIONAL OUTPORT ROUTINGS**

1. Japan out-ports via Pusan
2. Yangtze river delta via Shanghai
3. Pearl river delta via Nansha
4. Malaysian outports via Port Kelang
5. Belawan/Semarang via Singapore/Port Kelang

**LAUNCH DATE:**
18 Nov, 2017 from Dalian
With over 40 services, CNC provides a wide range of connections calling over 40 direct ports within Asia and offering a port pair combination of more than 6,000 options.

CNC offers a dedicated customer service for your reefer & project cargoes. We are constantly looking for new opportunities to expand our operation!

CNC is responsible in line with the CMA CGM environmental strategy, member of the Clean Cargo Group and our aim is to reduce energy consumption.

CONTACT OUR LOCAL AGENCIES

CHINA

Dalian
Shawn Shao
+86 411 8800 9910
dln.sshao@cma-cgm.com

Lianyungang
Anne Wang
+86 518 8223 6681
ygg.anwang@cma-cgm.com

Xingang
Pony Ma
+86 22 5886 6840
tjn.sales@cma-cgm.com

Shanghai
Joe Yuan
+86 21 2306 9324
shg.jyuan@cma-cgm.com

Nansha
Simon Zhang
+86 20 3718 1813
ggz.cnnc_sales@cma-cgm.com

KOREA

Seoul (Pusan, Kwangyang)
Tiger Kim
+82 2 2121 5602
cnnc_sales@cnc-line.co.kr

INossible
Anne Wang
+86 22 5886 6840
tjn.sales@cma-cgm.com

SINGAPORE

Singapore
Michael Koh
+65 6499 1189
sij.sales@cma-cgm.com

MALAYSIA

Port Kelang
Boon Peng Ng
+60 3 2299 2872
kua.bng@cma-cgm.com

PHILIPPINES

Manila
Richard P. Villon
+63 2 478 7525
mnl.marketing@cma-cgm.com

CONTACT
Tel: +886 (2) 2183 2888
Fax: +886 (2) 2500 7688

ADDRESS
15F, No. 10, Sec.3 Minsheng East Road,
Zhongshan District, Taipei City, 10480 Taiwan